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ABSTRACT

We revisit the nature of large dips in flux from extinction by dusty circumstellar material that is
observed by Kepler for many young stars in the Upper Sco and ρ Oph star formation regions.
These young, low-mass ‘dipper’ stars are known to have low accretion rates and primarily
host moderately evolved dusty circumstellar discs. Young low-mass stars often exhibit rotating
starspots that cause quasi-periodic photometric variations. We found no evidence for periods
associated with the dips that are different from the starspot rotation period in spectrograms
constructed from the light curves. The material causing the dips in most of these light curves
must be approximately corotating with the star. We find that disc temperatures computed at the
disc corotation radius are cool enough that dust should not sublime. Crude estimates for stellar
magnetic field strengths and accretion rates are consistent with magnetospheric truncation
near the corotation radius. Magnetospheric truncation models can explain why the dips are
associated with material near corotation and how dusty material is lifted out of the mid-plane
to obscure the star that would account for the large fraction of young low-mass stars that are
dippers. We propose that variations in disc orientation angle, stellar magnetic field dipole tilt
axis and disc accretion rate are underlying parameters accounting for differences in the dipper
light curves.
Key words: accretion, accretion discs – stars: variables: T Tauri, Herbig Ae/Be.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N
Optical and infrared (IR) light curves of pre-main-sequence stars
display variability, and this has been interpreted to be due to a
variety of mechanisms, including rotation of hot and cold starspots,
accretion hotspots, accretion bursts and occultations by dusty disc
structures such as warps, clumps, vortices and accretion streams
(e.g. Bouvier et al. 2003; Plavchan et al. 2008; Alencar et al. 2010;
Cody et al. 2014). Recent photometric surveys have identified a
class of young stars, known as ‘dippers’, whose light curves are
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relatively flat but also show deep (10–50 per cent) quasi-periodic or
aperiodic drops in flux lasting up to a few days (Alencar et al. 2010;
Morales-Calderon et al. 2011; Cody et al. 2014; Parks et al. 2014;
Stauffer et al. 2015; Ansdell et al. 2016).
As the dips are too deep to be caused by starspots, most scenarios
consider variable levels of extinction to account for the dipper phenomenon. Morales-Calderon et al. (2011) found that the wavelength
dependence of the dips is roughly consistent with that expected for
a standard interstellar extinction law, as previously reported for AA
Tau (Bouvier et al. 2003). However, Stauffer et al. (2015) saw similar depth in 4.5 μm and I-band photometry for Mon 1165 and so
inferred that the occulting dusty material could be optically thick.
In some stars, optical and IR flux variations are anti-correlated
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the obscuring material in the disc for aperiodic dippers as well as
periodic. Finally, we propose a model that explains why low-mass,
low-accretion-rate stars are preferentially found in a search for dippers and invokes a stellar occultation geometry involving dust far
out of the mid-plane, thereby accounting for the large fraction of
low-mass stars displaying the phenomenon and the variety of dipper
light-curve morphologies.
2 UPPER SCO AND ρ OPH DIPPERS
Table 1 lists the 25 dipper stars discovered by Ansdell et al. (2016).
The first column in Table 1 lists the K2 Ecliptic Plane Input Catalog (EPIC) ID, the second column is the 2MASS Point Source
Catalog identifier and the third column the J-band magnitude from
the 2MASS Point Source Catalog (Skrutskie et al. 2006). Table 1
begins with the 10 stars Ansdell et al. (2016) studied in detail by
obtaining new and archival multiwavelength data. The remaining
15 stars, which were found while studying the first 10, are listed
only by EPIC number in table 5 by Ansdell et al. (2016) and for
them we fill in the table with measurements from the literature.
For the first 10 stars, we list (in columns 4–7) in order cluster
membership, rotation period (P), spectral type and stellar temperature (Teff ) estimated from the spectra reported by Ansdell et al.
(2016, see their tables 1 and 3). Using the extinction (AV ) from their
table 3, a distance of 140 pc for both clusters (Mamajek 2008), bolometric corrections from Pecaut & Mamajek (2013) and the 2MASS
J-band magnitudes, we compute the bolometric luminosities (LBol )
and these are listed in column 8 in our Table 1.
For the additional 15 stars, we list spectral types, bolometric luminosities and cluster memberships reported in the literature, when
available. We estimate the temperature from the spectral type using
conversions from Pecaut & Mamajek (2013). Two stars in Table 1
lack effective temperature or spectral type measurements in the literature and three stars have spectral type measurements but lack
extinction estimates. We have left blank the parts of the table that
depend on stellar luminosity for these five stars. We estimate the rotation period P by identifying a dominant peak in the autocorrelation
function of the normalized light curve. We also check for a consistent dominant peak at the same frequency in the periodogram [computed using PYTHON’s routine scipy.signal.periodogram
with Bartlett’s method (Bartlett 1950), which is a time-averaged
Fourier transform periodogram method] and confirm with a visual
inspection of the phase-folded light curves. The value given by the
autocorrelation function is the one reported in Table 1. The reported
period is associated with sinusoidal variations in the light curve
from starspots, but for some periodic dippers, the period may be associated with the dips instead as in the case of EPIC 203862309 that
does not have any apparent sinusoidal signal. For some aperiodic
dippers, the starspot variations are weak (see EPIC 204107757 and
205068630) so the measured period may not be real. Spectroscopic
measurements of the stellar rotation period are needed to confirm
the light-curve period especially for these stars with weak starspot
signatures.
We used the stellar effective temperatures and bolometric luminosities (listed in Table 1 in columns 5 and 6) to calculate the radius
of each star, R , in solar units and this is listed in Table 1 under
column 9. The effective temperatures are known to about ±200 K
and log (LBol ) to ±0.1 so the error for the stellar radius is of the
order of 10 per cent. To estimate the stellar mass, M , we placed
the effective temperature and bolometric luminosity on PARSEC
isochrones (Chen et al. 2014) using solar metallicity. Since stellar
ages can vary within the star formation regions, we estimate the age
MNRAS 470, 202–223 (2017)
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suggesting that the same material causing occultation in a disc edge
is also illuminated by the star and reradiates the energy in the IR
(McGinnis et al. 2015).
Among classical T Tauri stars (CTTS) in NGC 2264, approximately 20–30 per cent are dippers (Alencar et al. 2010; Cody et al.
2014). The large fraction of young stars exhibiting dipper behaviour
indicates that it is a ubiquitous phenomenon. However, circumstellar discs are thin. With disc aspect ratio (scaleheight over radius)
estimated to be approximately 0.1, dusty material must be lifted high
above the mid-plane to account for the large fraction of randomly
oriented stars in clusters that are dippers. As voiced by Stauffer
et al. (2015), ‘A general concern with any model for the variable
extinction stars is simply that there seems to be too many of them
in NGC 2264.’
During the second campaign (C2) of the Kepler Observatory’s K2
mission (Howell et al. 2014), the star formation regions in Upper
Scorpius (Upper Sco) and ρ Ophiuchus (ρ Oph) were observed.
The typical ages of the stars in the Upper Sco and ρ Oph regions are ∼10 Myr (Pecaut, Mamajek & Bubar 2012) and ∼1 Myr
(Andrews & Williams 2007), respectively. Ansdell et al. (2016)
searched approximately 13 000 of the K2/C2 light curves for dippers and generated a sample of 25 confirmed dippers; 10 of these
they presented with follow-up spectroscopic observations and analyses of archival data. All of the 10 well-characterized dipper stars
found were late K or M dwarf stars, despite the entire K2/C2 sample
of the star-forming regions containing little bias towards late-type
stars above that expected from the initial mass function. Ansdell
et al. (2016) estimate a ∼0.1 per cent chance of randomly choosing only late-type stars out of the K2/C2 sample and note that
∼80 per cent of previously identified early-type and ∼95 per cent
of late-type young stars in these two star formation regions were
observed by K2/C2. This preference for late-type stars is consistent
with the samples of dippers studied in NGC 2264 (McGinnis et al.
2015; Stauffer et al. 2015). About a third of broad dippers were
early K-type and also included one G star (McGinnis et al. 2015)
while all the narrow dippers found were late K and M stars (Stauffer
et al. 2015). Ansdell et al. (2016) also presented IR spectral energy
distributions, finding that the Upper Sco and ρ Oph dippers host
moderately evolved protoplanetary discs (pre-transition discs) with
evidence of depressions or clearings in their dusty discs. Emission
line equivalent widths in H α and Pa γ presented in their table 3
show that accretion rates are low, consistent with the later stage of
disc evolution implied by the IR spectral energy distributions. This
preference for moderately evolved discs is consistent with the fact
the dippers in NGC 2264 also host more evolved discs (Venuti et al.
2015; Sousa et al. 2016). If the dipper phenomenon is related to dust
extinction from structures in the inner disc (e.g. Bouvier et al. 2003;
McGinnis et al. 2015; Ansdell et al. 2016), then the tendency for the
dipper phenomenon to be associated with later-type stars may reflect
the fact that such stars tend to have longer primordial disc lifetimes
(Luhman & Mamajek 2012). In the Upper Sco region, K-type stars
have a disc fraction of ∼10 per cent whereas ∼25 per cent of lateM-type stars host discs (Luhman & Mamajek 2012).
In this study, we will attempt to differentiate between the various proposed mechanisms for causing dippers by reanalysing the
sample compiled by Ansdell et al. (2016). We expand upon the
characterization of the dipper sample by Ansdell et al. (2016) and
reanalyse the light curves to more thoroughly examine the possible
mechanism for the phenomenon. Using spectrograms, we study the
periodicity of the light curves of the stars in the Ansdell et al. (2016)
sample and search for evidence of multiple or changing periods. We
also characterize the shape of the dips to constrain the location of
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EPIC ID

Table 1. Stellar and disc properties. Columns (1) EPIC identifier; (2) 2MASS identifier; (3) J magnitude from the 2MASS Point Source Catalog (Skrutskie et al. 2006); (4) cluster membership; (5) stellar rotation
period; (6) spectral type; (7) effective temperature from Ansdell et al. (2016) or estimated from spectral type using Pecaut & Mamajek (2013); (8) bolometric luminosity; (9) stellar radius; (10) and (11) stellar
masses and ages estimated from pre-main-sequence models by Chen et al. (2014); (12) disc type: F – full, TD – transitional, Ev – evolved, II – IR excess consistent with a disc; (13) temperature at corotation
radius from equation (3); (14) corotation radius from equation (1); (15) H α equivalent widths; (16) accretion state: C – classical T Tauri star, W – weak T Tauri star; (17) dip variability type: A – aperiodic,
Q – quasi-periodic.
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2.1 Star versus disc rotation and spectrograms
As pre-main-sequence stars rotate, their light curves can exhibit sinusoidal variations from starspots (e.g. Herbst et al. 2006). Periods
for pre-main-sequence stars with mass near 0.4 M are typically
a few days, and so are similar to those listed in Table 1 [e.g. see
histograms in fig. 2 by Herbst et al. (2006) and the left-hand panel
of fig. 1 by Gallet & Bouvier (2015)]. Ansdell et al. (2016) referred
to the periods measured from the dipper light curves as rotation
periods, implying that they were associated with stellar rotation.
However, many of the dips in the light curves are too deep to be
associated with starspots. If the obscuration is due to dust, it must
be located distant enough from the star that the dust is below dust
sublimation temperature, Tsub ∼ 1200–1600 K. The exact sublimation temperature depends on the species of dust such as olivine (Tsub
≈ 1300 K) or pyroxene (≈1600 K; Kobayashi et al. 2011). The dipper absorption is more plausibly associated with obscuration from
more distant colder disc material rather than structures on the stellar
photosphere so the measured periods are not necessarily equal to
the rotation period of the star.
Stauffer et al. (2015) looked for evidence of separate dip and
stellar rotation periods in the young stars in NGC 2264 but did not
see multiple oscillation frequencies in the light curves. However, for
four stars (Mon-21, Mon-56, Mon-378 and Mon-1580), the authors
assigned semi-sinusoidal variations to photospheric starspots and
the short-duration flux dips, with the same period, to dust in or near
the corotation radius in a circumstellar disc. They inferred that the
disc was locked to the stellar rotation, in harmony with expectations
from models of angular momentum evolution of young accreting

stars (Königl 1991; Collier Cameron & Campbell 1993). The same
conclusion was reached by Bouvier et al. (2007) and McGinnis et al.
(2015).
We looked for evidence of multiple periods in our sample by
computing spectrograms for all 25 light curves. Prior to computing
the spectrograms, we applied a median filter to remove extreme
outliers and we filled in gaps in the light curve with median values
so that they were evenly sampled (in time). Light curves for three
stars (EPIC 203937317, 204107757, 204137184) have artefacts that
we removed by deleting the corrupted data points and filling the
gaps with the average of the nearby flux with a range depending
on how quickly the flux is changing. We computed spectrograms
with the PYTHON routine scipy.signal.spectrogram, which
uses a discrete Fourier transform that requires evenly sampled data
(Oppenheim, Schafer & Buck 1999). To compute each spectrum,
we used a window function (in time) that is a Gaussian function
multiplied by a top-hat function (1 inside and zero outside). The
Gaussian is centred at the middle of the top-hat. For stars with
periods shorter than 9.5 d, the top-hat is ∼15 d wide and the
Gaussian function has a standard deviation of 12.0 d. For stars with
longer periods, the window is 20 d wide and the Gaussian has a
standard deviation of ∼15.5 d. In both cases, we moved the centre of
the window in steps of 2 d to compute each spectrum. The resulting
two-dimensional spectrogram is shown as a two-dimensional image
along with the light curves in Fig. 1. The colour of each spectrogram
shows the log of the spectral power density.
Inspection of our spectrograms reveals a single dominant frequency in most of the light curves and for all but one star (EPIC
204864076, discussed below), this period is associated with the
dips in the light curve. The dominant frequency in the spectrograms agrees with the period listed in Table 1, which is marked in
each spectrogram with an arrow. When the dips are deep, harmonics of that frequency are usually present (for example, see EPIC
204211116’s spectrogram). We do not see a different frequency appear in the spectrograms when the dipper phenomenon is absent.
For example, the later half of the light curve of EPIC 204489514
does not display dippers but the period of oscillations is the same as
that in the earlier part of the light curve. Six stars, EPIC 204449274,
204489514, 204530046, 204757338, 204932990 and 205519771,
display clear sinusoidal variations that are probably due to starspots
in addition to a mix of quasi-periodic and aperiodic dips. Two more
stars, EPIC 203937317 and 204630363, also show sinusoidal variations in their phase-folded light curves that could be from starspots.
In some cases, dips appear at a similar phase, but can be separated by more than one rotation period. For example, the dips in
EPIC 204449274 are separated by times larger than the stellar rotation period but occur at the same phase whereas the dips in EPIC
205519771, while also separated by multiple rotation periods, occur
at different phase and are therefore aperiodic.
Only one star does not exhibit a single dominant frequency. EPIC
204864076 displays oscillations at a period of about 2 d in a 20 d
region at the beginning of the light curve followed by a series of
aperiodic dips. The strongest peak in the periodogram has a period
of about 4 d and that is what we have listed in Table 1, even though
it may not be from stellar rotation.
In addition to the dips, we probably see periodic variability associated with starspots. However, in most cases, the period associated with starspots is so similar to that associated with the
deep dips that we cannot measure a difference between them.
This suggests that the inner disc is locked to stellar rotation,
supporting the finding by Stauffer et al. (2015) for dipper stars
in NGC 2264.
MNRAS 470, 202–223 (2017)
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of each star along with its mass by matching both the temperature
and the luminosity to the pre-main-sequence tracks. The estimated
masses and ages are listed in Table 1 under columns 10 and 11.
The estimated ages are consistent with the ages for Upper Sco and
ρ Oph of ∼10 Myr (Pecaut et al. 2012) and ∼1 Myr (Andrews &
Williams 2007), respectively. With large systematic uncertainties in
isochrones (Hillenbrand & White 2004) and the uncertainties in the
effective temperature and luminosity, the uncertainties in age and
masses can be as large as a factor of ∼2.
We report the disc type in column 12. The first 10 are the classifications reported by Ansdell et al. (2016) and classify the 15
additional dipper by their IR excess from circumstellar discs (see
Appendix A for details of the 15 additional dippers). The additional
dippers host full to moderately evolved discs, consistent with the
rest of the sample.
Following the definitions used by McGinnis et al. (2015), a
quasi-periodic dipper has dips that occur at approximately periodic intervals but with depths and shapes that change from dip to
dip whereas aperiodic dippers have dips that are stochastically distributed. In column 17 of Table 1, we list the variability type Q
for quasi-periodic or A for aperiodic for the first 10 as reported by
Ansdell et al. (2016). The remaining 15 stars we classified as Q or
A ourselves by visually inspecting the phase-folded light curves,
folded using the periods listed in Table 1. The light curves, along
with spectrograms for the dippers listed in Table 1, are shown in
Fig. 1. We used the K2/C2 K2SFF light-curve data released to
Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes that were corrected with the
self-field flattening technique (Vanderburg & Johnson 2014). The
light curves are normalized by dividing by the median measured
brightness.
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Figure 1. Light curves of dippers with the associated spectrogram plot above the light-curve plot. For the spectrograms and the light curves, x-axes are time
(Barycentric Julian Date) and over the same interval. Each light curve is labelled by the star’s EPIC ID and they are shown in the order listed in Table 1.
In the spectrograms, the colour shows the log of the spectral power density and ranges from purple (low power) to yellow (high power). The arrow on each
spectrogram marks the period for that star listed in Table 1.

MNRAS 470, 202–223 (2017)
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Figure 1 – continued

AA Tau showed the same quasi-periodic behaviour at approximately the same period over 20 years of observations
(Bouvier et al. 2013). Similarly, McGinnis et al. (2015) found
little difference in periods measured in AA Tau-like stars when

comparing light curves from 2008 and 2011 but about half of their
sample switched between aperiodic and AA Tau-like behaviour.
This change between quasi-periodic and aperiodic behaviour is
further discussed in Section 3.1. Even though the K2/C2 light
MNRAS 470, 202–223 (2017)
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Figure 1 – continued

curves shown here only extend about 80 d, they confirm trends
found from these previous studies because we see no significant
change in the dominant periods in the spectrograms, except for
EPIC 204864076.
MNRAS 470, 202–223 (2017)

2.2 Disc temperature at corotation
If the dips in the light curve are due to absorption of star light from
dusty material, then that material must have a temperature below
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Figure 1 – continued

the dust sublimation temperature. The period evident in the light
curves is associated with a corotation radius, Rcor , where gas in a
circumstellar disc orbits with the same period as the star. Using the
rotation periods and stellar masses listed in Table 1, we estimate
with Kepler’s third law the radius for corotating material


Rcor =

P
2π

 23

1

(GM ) 3

(1)

in orbit about the star, where G is the gravitational constant. Values
estimated for Rcor are listed in Table 1 (column 14) and are typically
MNRAS 470, 202–223 (2017)
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neglecting scattering, self-shielding or heat from accretion and assuming perfect blackbodies for the dust grains. These temperatures
are listed in column 13 of Table 1. Since the corotation temperature weakly depends on the mass, the errors in the derived dust
temperatures are similar to those for the stellar effective temperature error, i.e. ±200 K. Blackbody approximation is good for dust
grains ≥1 μm but the temperature can be up to a factor of 2 larger for
smaller grains (Monnier & Millan-Gabet 2002). For visible and IR
light curves that are correlated, Stauffer et al. (2015) and McGinnis
et al. (2015) found that the extinction was consistent with a depletion
of small grains so this approximation is likely good. Inspection of
this column shows that the disc temperatures at the corotation radius
are below the dust sublimation temperature, ∼1400 K (Kobayashi
et al. 2011), indicating that corotating gas is cold enough for dust
to survive. Material corotating with the disc can cause dips in the
light curve, through extinction from dust, if it is lifted above the
disc mid-plane and can obscure the face of the star as viewed by the
distant observer.
Suppose the mechanism for forming dippers operates only at
corotation. The material at the corotation radius must be below the
dust sublimation temperature and this limits the rotation period. A
star that is rotating quickly would have a corotation radius close to
the star where the material is hot. If the stellar rotation period is
short enough, dust could not exist at corotation. There is a minimum
rotation period for a star of a given mass and luminosity allowing
dust to survive at corotation. For a given stellar mass and effective
temperature, a star’s luminosity and radius depend on its age, so

the temperature at the corotation radius (equation 3) is a function
of both stellar rotation period and age. We can invert equation (3)
to solve for the critical period at which the disc temperature at
corotation is equal to the dust sublimation temperature as a function
of stellar effective temperature. If the rotation period is above this
critical period, dust can survive at corotation in the disc and if lifted
above the mid-plane, the dust could obscure the star.
In Fig. 2, we plot the critical period that allows dust to survive at corotation versus the stellar effective temperature, computed from stellar luminosities using three different PARSEC premain-sequence tracks (Bressan et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2014). The
isochrones range from 0.09 to 1.5 M , and we show minimum
periods computed using isochrone ages 1, 3 and 10 Myr as solid
red, dashed green and dash–dotted blue lines. The minimum period
is computed by solving equation (3) for P and using a temperature
limit Tlim = 1400 K for dust sublimation. Above the red curve for
1 Myr old stars, the green curve for 3 Myr old stars and the blue
curve for the 10 Myr old stars, we can see which corotation periods
allow dust to survive. In Fig. 2, stars from Table 1 are plotted as
points with colours denoting their ages. We see that red points (stars
at or below 1 Myr) are above the red curve, and similarly, green
points (stars 1–3 Myr old) are above the green curve and blue points
(3–10 Myr old stars) are above the blue curve, consistent with the
corotation temperatures being cool enough for dust survival. The
black points are for stars older than 10 Myr, and since the curves
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four to eight times the stellar radius (the largest ratio is 14.5 for
EPIC 205151387). With the luminosity of the star, we can estimate
the effective temperature of material in a disc edge that is located
at this radius from the star,

1
R 2
1
(2)
Tcor = 2− 2 Teff
Rcor
 − 13 
1 
 1
P
R 2 M − 6
,
(3)
= 0.34 Teff
1d
R
M

Figure 2. The solid, dashed and dash–dotted lines mark the stellar rotation
period at which the corotation radius of the disc is at 1400 K (sublimating
dust) for PARSEC (Bressan et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2014) pre-main-sequence
isochrones of ages 1 Myr (red), 3 Myr (green) and 10 Myr (blue). The stars
from our sample are marked by different coloured stars to indicate their age.
Red points are for stars younger than 1 Myr, green are 1–3 Myr, blue are
3–10 Myr and black are >10 Myr. Stars above the lines have corotation
disc temperatures cooler than 1400 K, allowing dust to survive. We see that
red points lie above the red curve, green points lie above the green curve
and blue points lie above the blue curve. All the stars shown on this plot
are consistent with disc corotation below the dust sublimation temperature.
Dippers must lie above the curves shown here, so dippers are primarily
restricted to cool, low-mass stars. Furthermore, higher mass stars must have
longer rotation periods than lower mass stars to be dippers.

Figure 1 – continued
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2.3 Light-curve slopes
We can test our hypothesis that dippers are associated with corotating material with the light-curve slopes. An object that occults a
star causes a drop in the flux at a rate that depends on the velocity of
that object. If the material obscuring the star is corotating with the
star, then we can compute a limit on the light-curve slope (change
in light-curve flux per day) associated with the rotation speed at the
corotation radius Rcor .
A large optically thick rectangular block rotating at Keplerian
circular velocity,

(4)
Vcor = GM /Rcor ,
at corotation, which completely occults the star, causes a maximum
light-curve slope with absolute value smax ≈ Vcor /(2R ), where 2R
is the diameter of the star and stellar flux is normalized so that the
light curve has a value of 1 when the star is not occulted.

A very small object (compared to R ) in orbit about the star
at radius Rcor occults the star a fraction of the rotation period
2R /(2πRcor ), where we have divided the diameter of the star 2R by
the orbit circumference 2πRcor and assumed that the object passes
over the star’s equator in the observer’s view. The time that it takes
a small object to pass across the diameter of the star we call the
crossing time,
tcross ≡ P

R
.
πRcor

(5)

When a large optically thick block is narrow compared to the star
radius, it does not ever completely cover the star. The maximum
slope in the light curve due to the block at corotation is
smax ≈

πδ Rcor
δ
=
,
P R
tcross

(6)

where δ is the depth of the dip normalized to the star’s total flux
and approximately corrects for the occulter opacity (if not optically
thick) and the fraction of the star surface covered during the lightcurve minimum. A comparison of the predicted maximum slope
(from equation 6) to the maximum slope measured in the light curves
will test the hypothesis that dippers are associated with corotating
material.
The slope of a light curve can be computed from the difference
in fluxes at adjacent times. However, noise in the measured light
curve introduces errors into this computation. To reduce the error
caused by noise and short-term stellar variability, we fit a cubic
B-spline (or basis spline) to each light curve using the PYTHON routine
scipy.interpolate.splrep (Dierckx 1993). A smoothing
condition was adjusted for each light curve to minimize short-term
variability while maintaining the depth of the dips. For a single
rotation period for each star, we show the normalized light curve (as
points) along with the spline fits (shown as green lines) in Fig. 3. To
compute the light-curve slopes, we used the accompanying routine
scipy.interpolate.splev giving the derivative of the Bspline fit. The slopes in units of normalized flux per day for each
star are plotted to the right of the light curves in Fig. 3. We only show
a single rotation period for each star, choosing a period exhibiting
one of the deepest dips. Blue and red bars are shown in Fig. 3
with width equal to the crossing time-scale computed using equation (5). The bar is blue if the crossing time-scale is computed using
an estimate of the stellar radius when available (in Table 1) and
shown in red assuming Rcor /R = 5 otherwise.
Many of the light curves have dips that are much wider than the
blue or red bar. These we interpret as disc structures from wide
accretion streams or a disc warp, occulting structures that are wider
than the diameter of the star. A few stars show dips that have widths
about as narrow as the crossing time (e.g. EPIC 204630363). These
have occulting streams that are narrower than the diameter of the
star. The crossing time-scale also shows how the diameter of the
star affects the light curve. Fine features in the disc cannot easily
be seen in the light curve because the viewer detects light from the
entire surface of the star and so measures a sum that is sensitive to
all structures that occult the face of the star at a single time. The
vertical bars give us an estimate of how the diameter of the star
effectively smooths over the occulting disc or stream structure.
For each star, we measure the maximum absolute value of the
slopes from the three deepest dips. These we refer to as measured
values of smax . We then compute the maximum slope using equation (6), the star and corotation radii in Table 1, and the depth of the
dip. This we refer to as the computed value of smax . In Fig. 4, we plot
the computed smax (on the y-axis) against the measured values (on
MNRAS 470, 202–223 (2017)
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are lower with increasing age, these points are also consistent with
corotation temperatures cool enough for dust survival.
For the lower mass, cool stars, the minimum period allowing
dust to exist at corotation is around a couple days. Fig. 2 shows that
the minimum period allowing dust to survive at corotation quickly
increases with stellar effective temperatures above ∼4000 K. The
hotter the star, the higher the curves. This means that hot stars must
have very long rotation periods for the corotating disc to be cold
enough to host dust. Only cooler, older stars allow quickly rotating
stars to host dust at corotation in the disc. Dippers must lie above
the curves shown here, so dippers are primarily restricted to cool,
low-mass young stars.
Ansdell et al. (2016) found a significant correlation (coefficient
of 0.77) between the rotation period and the effective temperature
of the star for their sample of 10 dippers. We can explain this
correlation if the dipper phenomenon is preferentially associated
with dusty material corotating with the star. Furthermore, Fig. 2
shows that only low-mass stars allow corotating dust to survive.
The hypothesis that dippers are associated with corotating material
explains why dippers are preferentially low-mass stars.
Dust near its sublimation temperature emits strongly in the nearIR. All 10 stars discussed by Ansdell et al. (2016) display mid-IR
excesses. Ansdell et al. (2016) found a moderate correlation (coefficient ∼0.5) between the largest dip depths for each star and the
excess in the 4.6 μm band compared to K band (2.15 μm). So the
stars with the largest dips likely have dusty discs that extend into
corotation. However, some stars show little or no excess at 3.4 or
4.6 μm yet have flat or rising excesses at longer IR wavelengths,
indicating that they host (pre-)transition discs. Late K and M dwarfs
are bright at wavelengths shorter than 5 μm, which makes determining the excess (from disc emission) in these bands difficult. A hot
inner dusty disc is probably not ruled out by the spectral energy
distributions.
We check that the prototype dipper, AA Tau, has a similar corotation disc temperature by comparing it to the stars in Table 1.
It has a spectral type K5, effective temperature 4060 K, mass
0.8 M , radius 1.8 R (Güdel et al. 2007), accretion rate a few
times 10−9 M yr−1 and rotation period 8.2 d (Bouvier et al. 2003),
making it similar to the hotter stars listed in Table 1. AA Tau has
a similar mass and radius as EPIC 203937317 but a longer period
implying that its corotation temperature would be cooler than that
of EPIC 203937317. We have estimated the corotation temperature
for AA Tau to be Tcor ∼ 1150 K.
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the x-axis). The computed and measured slopes are well correlated
with a Spearman rank correlation coefficient of 0.78 (p-value =
10−12 ). The strong correlation supports our hypothesis that the dust
occulting the star is near the corotation radius.
Most of the observed slopes are within a factor of 2 of the computed values. Many of the dips are wider than a crossing time-scale
(see Fig. 4), and this implies that the occulting object is much
wider than the stellar diameter. For many of the stars, the computed
maximum slope exceeds the maximum measured one, as would be
expected if the occulting material is wider than a stellar radius and
badly approximated by a narrow opaque block. This is consistent
with the fact that most dips’ widths exceed their associated crossing
time-scales.
Several dips have measured maximum slopes larger than the computed one. However, only points significantly below the line would
present a strong contradiction to our hypothesis due to the errors
1

−2
2
Teff
, have uncertainty
in computed slopes. Stellar radii, R ∝ LBol
primarily dependent on errors in the effective temperature. An error of T ∼ 200 K gives only a 10 per cent error in R . There
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are large systematic errors in the stellar masses as we used stellar
isochrones to estimate them (Hillenbrand & White 2004), but the
corotation radius, Rcor , is only weakly dependent on stellar mass
(to the 1/3 power; see equation 1). Using equations (5) and (6) and
assuming that the uncertainty arises from a 200 K error in effective
temperature, we estimate an error of ∼10 per cent in the computed
maximum slope. Therefore, points slightly below the line in Fig. 4
can be attributed to errors in the stellar effective temperature. A
higher slope in the light curve would be seen when a stream rotates
in front of the star surface at the same time as a starspot rotates
below the horizon.

2.4 The magnetospheric truncation radius
An accreting circumstellar disc can be truncated by the magnetosphere associated with the stellar magnetic field (Camenzind 1990;
Königl 1991). We consider the possibility that the corotation radius (for the dippers) is near the magnetospheric truncation radius. The radius of magnetospheric truncation can be estimated by
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Figure 3. Each pair of plots shows a single rotation period for a single star with light curves on the left and slope (change in flux per day) as a function of time
on the right. The blue or red bars have widths equal to the crossing time-scale (tcross , equation 5) for a small object crossing in front of the star at the corotation
radius. The blue bars are shown for stars with estimated stellar and corotation radii, otherwise red bars are shown assuming Rcor /R = 5. When the dips are
wider than the crossing time-scale, the disc structure or accretion stream passing in front of the star must be wider than the star’s diameter. Maximum slope
amplitudes are measured from the slope curves and used to test the hypothesis that they are consistent with material orbiting at the corotation radius.
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balancing magnetic pressure from the stellar magnetic dipole component against ram pressure in the accreting disc. Assuming spherical accretion, the truncation radius is
4
RT
−2
= 7.1B37 Ṁ−87
R



M
0.5 M

− 17 

R
2 R

 57

rate and stellar magnetic field strength. Using an assumed disc edge
temperature, we compute its radial location with equation (3). This
we insert into equation (7) to solve for the accretion rate times a
factor of the surface dipole field strength B−2 . The result is

(7)

(equation 2 by Bouvier et al. 2007), where B3 is the dipole magnetic
field strength at the stellar photosphere in units of kG and Ṁ−8 is
the accretion rate in the disc in units of 10−8 M yr−1 . Interactions
with a circumstellar disc are, in most cases, dominated by the largescale dipole field (Gregory et al. 2008; Adams & Gregory 2012) as
the quadrupolar and higher components decay more rapidly with
distance from the star. A similar relation is derived by matching the
azimuthal components of the stress tensor (e.g. see section 2.2 in
review by Romanova & Owocki 2015 and Königl 1991).
Above (see Sections 2.1 and 2.3) we have associated dips in the
light curve with a radius in the disc that is corotating with the star
and found that this material has temperature approximately 1000 K.
The fact that the temperature at the corotation radius must be below
the dust sublimation temperature puts a limit on the rotation period
of the star. By associating the magnetospheric truncation radius with
a specific temperature, we can derive a similar limit on the accretion

Ṁ−8 B3−2



 7
− 12 
 52
RT − 2
M
R
∼ 950
R
0.5 M
2 R

7 
− 12 
 52
Tdisc
M
R
∼ 11 000
.
Teff
0.5 M
2 R

(8)

In the second line, we have used equation (2) to replace RT with
Tdisc , but for the disc temperature at the truncation radius. We plot
the limit on Ṁ−8 B3−2 using a disc temperature of Tdisc = 1000 K in
Fig. 5 and using the same isochrones as for Fig. 2.
If the stellar magnetic field is weak or the accretion rate is high, so
that Ṁ−8 B3−2 is above the curves in Fig. 5, then the disc can extend
closer to the star and reach higher temperatures, above the dust
sublimation temperature. Accretion streams or a warp associated
with such an inner disc should not contain dust. We do not expect
dippers associated with streams to lie above these curves because if
dust is sublimated in the inner disc, we would not see it in extinction
against the star.
MNRAS 470, 202–223 (2017)
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Our dippers should lie near the curves in Fig. 5 because we have
inferred that their discs extend to approximately 1000 K. Truncated
disc edges could be even cooler than 1000 K if outside the corotation
radius, so stars below the line might still exhibit dipper phenomena.
The lines in Fig. 5 give upper limits to the dipper phenomena and
imply that dippers should primarily be stars with low accretion rates.
This is consistent with the late stage of disc evolution inferred by
the spectral energy distributions of dippers in the sample and the
low accretion rates inferred from the weak equivalent widths in H α
and Pa γ (Ansdell et al. 2016).
Stars above the lines in Fig. 5 may show dips in their light curves
but the obscuring dust cannot be near the magnetospheric truncation
radius and also likely not near the corotation radius like the stars in

MNRAS 470, 202–223 (2017)

this sample. An example of a dipper that would lie above the line is
HD 142666, a UX Orionis-type variable star in Upper Sco (Meeus,
Waelkens & Malfait 1998). The light curve of HD 142666 displays
dips similar to the extinction-dominated variability in this sample.
The dips occur on time-scales of multiple days (Zwintz et al. 2009)
but HD 14266 has a rotational velocity of ∼86 km s−1 (Vural et al.
2014), which corresponds to a rotation period of ∼1–1.5 d for a
stellar radius of 1.5–3 R . The transiting dusty material must be at
a radius significantly larger than corotation. HD 142666 also has a
high accretion rate (Mendigutı́a et al. 2011) and a weak magnetic
field (Wade et al. 2007) so the magnetospheric truncation radius is
small and most likely within the dust sublimation radius. This is unlike the stars in our sample that display dips associated with material
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Table 2. Observed accretion rates. Accretion
rates (Ṁ) are in solar masses per year.
EPIC

Ref.

−11.09
−8.41
−10.05
−8.46
−9.71
−11.97
<−9.24
−9.37
<−9.12
<−9.01
−8.79

2
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

References: (1) Natta et al. (2006),
(2) estimated using the EW(Paγ ) measured
by Ansdell et al. (2016).
Figure 4. Comparison of the observed maximum light-curve slopes versus
the computed values. The dots are coloured to indicate dip depth. The
dashed line shows where the observed and computed slopes are equivalent.
The Spearman rank correlation coefficient (ρ) and the p-value for the points
are listed above the plot. The correlation is strong, supporting our hypothesis
that material causing the dips is corotating with the star.

Figure 5. Upper limits on accretion rate divided by the square of the surface
dipole magnetic field strength for a magnetospheric truncation radius that
is 1000 K. The lines show limits using isochrones for 1, 3 and 10 Myr,
in solid red, dashed green and dash–dotted blue, respectively. Stars with
accretion rates listed in Table 2 are plotted as coloured points on the plot
using a magnetic field of 1 kG to calculate their y values. The star ages are
coloured in the same way as in Fig. 2. The regions above the curves have
magnetospheric truncation radii at higher temperature than 1000 K, whereas
those below the curves have magnetospheric truncation radii below 1000 K.
As the dippers in Upper Sco and ρ Oph have corotation temperatures of
∼1000 K, we expect them to lie near the curves. Regions below the curves
could exhibit dipper phenomena as their disc truncation radii would be cool
enough to allow dust to survive. Regions above the curves should be devoid
of dippers as truncation radii are so hot dust should have sublimated in the
accretion streams. If surface dipole fields are a factor of a few below 1 kG,
then the points would lie nearer the curves.

near the star’s corotation radius and have low accretion rates. The
mechanism creating the dips in flux observed in UX Orionis-type
stars is different from the one causing the dipper phenomena in our
sample.
Many of the stars in the sample are classified as weak T Tauri stars
(WTTS) based upon their H α emission, see columns 15 and 16 in
Table 1. WTTS are widely assumed to be longer accreting and have
evolved debris discs so they should not form streams and warps at
the disc edge. However, Ansdell et al. (2016) found weak accretion
signatures for most of the WTTS in the 10 stars of their sample
indicating that the dippers are near the CTTS–WTTS transition. We
expect that the dippers in our sample are at least weakly accreting
so that accretion streams or warps are forming.
There are six stars in the sample with measured accretion rates
or upper limits (Natta et al. 2006) that we list in Table 2. Ansdell
et al. (2016) did not estimate accretion rates because they are highly
uncertain. For example, EPIC 203850058 has two other reported
accretion rates in the literature other than the one listed in Table 2:
log Ṁ = −9.0 (Natta et al. 2004) and −9.98 (Manara et al. 2015)
with Ṁ in units of M yr−1 . Natta et al. (2006) use an empirical
relation to estimate the accretion luminosity from Pa β equivalent
widths, log Lacc = 1.36(±0.2) × log L(Pa β) + 4.00(±0.2), from
which an accretion rate is computed (Ṁ = Lacc R /(GM )). Since
the equivalent widths of Pa γ are within a factor of a few of Pa β
equivalent widths (Smith 2014), we can use the Pa γ measurements
from Ansdell et al. (2016) and the same empirical relation used by
Natta et al. (2006) for Pa β to crudely estimate the accretion rates
of five more stars. These accretion rates are also listed in Table 2.
We place the stars in Table 2 with estimates of accretion rates on
to Fig. 5 with colours to indicate age the same way as in Fig. 2.
When measured accretion rate is an upper limit, we have plotted a
point and a black arrow in Fig. 5. The y values for each point are
computed using the estimated accretion rates and a dipole surface
magnetic field strength of 1 kG, and the x values are the effective
stellar temperatures from Table 1. Fig. 5 confirms that all but one star
lie below the limiting curves. One star (EPIC 203937317, a green
point) lies above the accompanying green line, but its corotation disc
temperature, estimated at 1150 K, is slightly higher than 1000 K
and had we used a higher temperature to estimate the limit, the star
would have been under the limit. The limiting curves for Ṁ−8 B3−2
depend on the temperature to the seventh power (equation 8) and so
are sensitive to the disc temperature used to compute the limit.
MNRAS 470, 202–223 (2017)
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truncation radii were larger than the corotation radius, then the star
is in the ‘propeller’ regime (see fig. 4 by Romanova & Owocki
2015). One possibility is that the magnetospheric truncation radius
is near but somewhat smaller than corotation, Rcor /RT ∼ 1.2–1.3,
corresponding to the equilibrium state seen in simulations (Long,
Romanova & Lovelace 2005). More observations to measure magnetic dipole field strength and accretion rate are needed to estimate
the magnetospheric truncation radius-to-corotation radius ratio.
2.5 The evolution of corotation and magnetospheric
truncation radii
Star–disc magnetic interactions and magnetized winds and outflows
remove angular momentum from actively accreting young stars
(Matt & Pudritz 2005; Davies, Gregory & Greaves 2014). Stellar
field lines that couple to the disc outside the corotation radius slow
the rotation of the star down, while field lines that couple to the
disc inside corotation will speed the rotation up (Ghosh, Pethick &
Lamb 1977; Bouvier et al. 2007). Therefore, the value of the truncation radius (RT ) relative to the corotation radius (Rcor ) determines
whether the star spins up or down. When the corotation radius is
larger than the truncation radius, the star spins up.
The value of RT relative to Rcor also determines whether material
can accrete on to the star. Within the truncation radius, disc material
is locked to the stellar field lines and moves at the same angular
velocity as the star. If RT < Rcor , then the disc material will lose
angular momentum to the magnetic field and accrete on to the star.
This results in the star spinning up. For RT > Rcor , material locked to
the stellar magnetic field will be moving faster than the local Keplerian velocity in the ‘propeller’ regime (e.g. Lovelace, Romanova &
Bisnovatyi-Kogan 1999) and so will be pushed away from the star
gaining angular momentum from the star and slowing its rotation.
Long et al. (2005) show that a star can reach an equilibrium state
where it neither spins up nor down when the star rotates slightly
slower than the inner disc.
Consider a disc initially with truncation radius corotating with
the star, RT ∼ Rcor . Suppose that the disc accretion rate can vary
on a short time-scale compared to the time it takes to change the
stellar rotation rate or magnetic field strength. The magnetospheric
truncation radius varies with the accretion rate. If the accretion rate
drops, the magnetic truncation radius must move outwards. At this
point, RT > Rcor and material will be flung away from the star. However, if this state is on average maintained over longer time-scales,
the star will spin down and eventually the corotation radius would
move outwards allowing Rcor to match RT . If the accretion rate increases, then the magnetic truncation radius must move inwards so
that RT < Rcor . In this state, accretion on to the star is allowed, but
then star can eventually spin up if this state is maintained. Again, the
corotation will approach the disc truncation radius. If the propeller
regime or accretion regime is maintained for a time-scale comparable to the time-scale for stellar rotation to vary, then the corotation
radius and disc truncation radius may approximately coincide. Measurement of accretion rates and magnetic field strength would test
the hypothesis that the truncation radii are near corotation in dippers
and thus the scenarios for coupled disc and star rotational evolution.
Because of this evolution of the stellar spin, we expect the truncation radius and the corotation radius of the stars in our sample to
be similar. The dipper phenomenon can occur when the truncation
radius is smaller but still near the corotation radius so the star is
accreting. If the dust obscuring the star is associated with warps and
streams along the inner edge of the disc, then the truncation radius
cannot be much smaller than the corotation radius, otherwise we
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We expect the stars to lie near the limiting curves in Fig. 5, but
many of the stars are well below these curves. Either the estimated
accretion rates are too low, the dipole component of the stellar
surface magnetic fields is lower than a kG or equation (7) should be
modified. However, without magnetic field measurements and with
the large uncertainties in accretion rate, we cannot discern which is
the cause of the discrepancy.
The accretion rates listed in Table 2 are not unexpected compared
to similar low-mass stars in the same region (e.g. Natta et al. 2006).
Using ram pressure in a thin disc rather than spherical accretion,
equation (7) gains an additional factor of α −2 (h/RT )6/7 (Blackman,
Frank & Welch 2001), where α is a viscosity parameter and h is the
scaleheight. The additional factor can reduce the truncation radius,
lowering the lines shown in Fig. 5, possibly bringing the points for
the stars into closer agreement with their expected locations near
the lines, though an estimate for α would be required to do this.
Because the small-scale field components decay faster with
height above the stellar surface, the dipole component is thought
to be most important for magnetospheric disc truncation (Königl
1991). Derived from the technique of Zeeman–Doppler imaging,
magnetic surface maps have now been published for a number of
accreting T Tauri stars, and these have been used to estimate the
strength of the dipole component of the surface magnetic field (e.g.
Gregory et al. 2012). Gregory et al. (2012) found empirical regions
on the Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram to predict global properties of a pre-main-sequence star’s magnetic field; see their fig. 4.
Most of the stars in our sample are in regions on the HR diagram
where the magnetic field is axisymmetric and the dipole field is
strong. However, several, including the two very low points in Fig. 5,
are in what Gregory et al. (2012) labelled region 4, which is populated by stars with a mixture of magnetic field topologies. These
stars can have a strong dipole field or a complex, non-axisymmetric
field with a weak dipole component that is significantly less than
the 1 kG estimate used in our calculations. Decreasing the surface
dipole magnetic field strength by a factor of ∼3 moves the stars in
Fig. 5 upwards by about 1, bringing many of the plotted stars in
proximity to the curves.
10 of the Table 1 stars have X-ray counterparts in the ROSAT,
XMM and/or Chandra catalogues available on HEASARC.1 Most
of the detected stars are ROSAT all-sky survey detections and, as
expected (since the ROSAT All-Sky Survey (RASS) sensitivity was
insufficient to detect young M stars much beyond ∼50 pc; e.g.
Kastner et al. 2016), the majority (eight) of these ROSAT detections
are K stars. The only Table 1 K star that went undetected in the RASS
is EPIC 204630363. There are also a handful of XMM and Chandra
serendipitous detections of Table 1 stars in the HEASARC data
base. The fact that the majority of the Table 1 K stars are detected in
the RASS, and that a few of the M stars are serendipitous Chandra
and XMM sources, supports our working assumption that these are
young K/M stars that are highly magnetically active.
Because we lack accurate measurements of accretion rates and
any measurements for the stellar dipole magnetic field strengths,
we cannot definitively say whether the corotation radii are equivalent to magnetospheric truncation radii. However, the estimated
magnetospheric truncation radii are consistent with being near the
corotation radii, within our large level of uncertainty. We do not expect dippers from accretion streams or warps to be observed if the
magnetospheric truncation radius were significantly smaller than
corotation since the dust would not survive. If the magnetospheric
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would have detected multiple periods in some of the spectrograms.
If the dust is not associated with the disc edge, then the inner edge
can be within the dust sublimation radius, but we would not expect
all the periodic dippers with rotation signatures in our sample to be
corotating with the star.
2.6 Lifting material out of the mid-plane

3 M AG N E T O S P H E R I C AC C R E T I O N A S A
U N I F I C AT I O N PA R A D I G M F O R T H E YO U N G
DIPPER PHENOMENON
The unification paradigm for active galactic nuclei (AGNs) is the
proposal that the diversity of observed AGNs can be explained by
a small number of underlying physical parameters, one of which
is the orientation angle of the accretion disc with respect to the
viewer (Netzer 2015). For AGNs, underlying parameters include
the black hole mass and accretion rate. For low-mass accreting
young stellar objects, we explore a similar paradigm. As is true for
the AGN unification paradigm, the orientation angle with respect
to the viewer should affect observed properties of the young stellar
object. We assume that the spin axis of the star is equal to that of
the inner circumstellar disc. We describe the disc inclination, i, by
the angle between the line of sight and the spin axis of the disc.
High-inclination discs (i = 90◦ ) are edge-on and low-inclination
discs (i = 0◦ ) are face-on.
The magnetic pressure from the star’s dipole field causes material
to pile up at the magnetospheric truncation radius and the matter
pressure gradient and gravitation forces push gas up or down out
of the mid-plane, forming a warp or two accretion streams that
approximately follow magnetic field lines to the star (Romanova
et al. 2003, 2004, 2012; Romanova, Kulkarni & Lovelace 2008;
Romanova & Owocki 2015). For an illustration, see Fig. 6. If the
stream is cool enough for dust to survive, then an external viewer

Figure 6. Magnetospheric truncation with a misaligned magnetic field. The
magnetic pressure causes accreting disc material to pile up at the truncation
radius and the increased pressure pushes gas out of the mid-plane forming
a warp or a stream. If the stream is cool enough for dust to survive, then
a viewer can see a dip in the light curve. Only for low-inclination (nearly
face-on) viewer orientations would a viewer see an unobstructed view of
the star and not see dippers. For a narrow cylinder of orientation angles, the
circumstellar disc itself would occult the star, removing it from discovery in
optical surveys. The magnetospheric accretion stream model for dippers not
only provides a mechanism for lifting gas out of the plane but could account
for the large fraction of young stars exhibiting the dipper phenomenon.

would see a dip in the light curve when the stream passes in front of
the star. Models of accretion streams show that much of the stream
is well above the dust sublimation limit (e.g. Hartmann, Hewett &
Calvet 1994; Martin 1996; Muzerolle, Calvet & Hartmann 2001).
Petrov et al. (2014) measured the accretion stream temperature of T
Tauri star S CrA and found a gradient from ∼5000–7000 K extending most of the stream. The authors find that S CrA is a binary where
each companion is of K7 type and that S CrA SE is undergoing high
accretion compared to our sample, Ṁ ∼ 10−7 M yr−1 , which is
over an order of magnitude larger than any in our sample and assumed RT ≈ 5R . The lower accretion rates in our sample would
result in cooler streams. Most of the stars in this sample are cooler
than the one studied by Petrov et al. (2014) and the stars with similar temperatures have Rcor > 5 except for EPIC 203410665. This
star also has the highest accretion rate in our sample (≈10−8.41 )
so detailed studies are needed to determine if the stream can contain dust. Still, the inner edge for most stars in our sample is well
below the dust sublimation limit (∼1400 K), assuming large dust
grains. With the much lower accretion rates and cooler disc edges,
we expect the dust to survive in the stream near the base with the
possible exception of EPIC 203410655 and start to sublimate with
the rising temperature after the dust is lifted above the mid-plane.
If the stream extends well above the disc mid-plane and the dust
survives for most of that height, then the star will present as a dipper for a large fraction of the total solid angle of possible viewer
orientations. Only for nearly face-on orientations (low i) would a
viewer see an unobstructed view of the star and not see dippers. The
paradigm could potentially account for the large fraction of young
stars exhibiting the dipper phenomenon (Alencar et al. 2010; Cody
et al. 2014).
MNRAS 470, 202–223 (2017)
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Magnetic surface maps of CTTS have shown that misalignment
between the star’s magnetic field and the star’s rotation axis is
common (Gregory et al. 2012). Material in the disc mid-plane when
it reaches the magnetospheric truncation radius can no longer drift
inwards and so will pile up there. Once the pressure is high enough,
disc material is pushed upwards and downwards along the field lines
and out of the disc plane forming accretion funnels (Romanova et al.
2003). Depending on tilt axis and field strength, the inner disc can
form a warp (as in AA Tau; Bouvier et al. 1999) or accretion streams
(see Romanova & Owocki 2015 for review and Stauffer et al. 2015
for observational evidence). Warps and streams can occur together if
the star and disc edge are nearly corotating (Romanova et al. 2013).
In both cases, the magnetosphere of the star is responsible for lifting
material out of the mid-plane. Previous observational studies have
shown results that agree with this mechanism, including AA Tau
(Bouvier et al. 1999, 2003) and NGC 2264 (Alencar et al. 2010;
McGinnis et al. 2015; Stauffer et al. 2015).
Above, we began by showing that, for most dippers, the dipper
period is similar to the stellar rotation period and so associated with
a corotation region in the disc. Using estimates for magnetic fields
and accretion rates, we found that the magnetospheric truncation
radii could be close to the corotation radius but the truncation radii
are highly uncertain. The association is important because if magnetospheric truncation radii are equal to the corotation radii, the
magnetospheric accretion models couple the dipper phenomenon
to the stellar rotation and also provide a mechanism for lifting dusty
material out of the mid-plane.
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Figure 7. As the disc rotates, the accretion stream crosses in front of a
star, shown here as seen by a distant viewer at the low and grazing viewing
angles, as shown in Fig. 6. The top two panels show an optically thick warp
with associated light curves on the right. The bottom two panels show an
optically thin wide funnel flow or stream with associated light curves on
the right. If the dip is due to an optically thick warped disc edge (top two
panels), then a dipper would be seen only for grazing orientations. However,
if the stream is optically thin and wide, then a wide dip can be seen over a
wide range of orientation angles.

The accretion streams cannot be both optically thick and taller
and wider than the diameter of the star, otherwise the dip depth
would be nearly unity and none of the dips are that deep. The
base of the accretion stream or the warp must be wider than the
stellar diameter to account for the length of the dips as, in most
stars considered here, the dips are wider than the crossing time; see
Fig. 4. If the occulting material is optically thick, then at most only
part of the star can be covered during a dip to match dip depths.
This would be consistent with the edge of a warped disc occulting
the star during part of the orbit. In contrast, if the occulting material
is optically thin, then the whole star could be covered during a dip.
These two possibilities were discussed in terms of warped disc and
funnel flow models by Stauffer et al. (2015) in their sections 7.2
and 7.3. In Fig. 7, we illustrate how material occults the star for
two different disc orientations for the optical thick warp (top two
panels) and for the optically thin wide stream or funnel flow (bottom
two panels). This illustration also shows how the light curve might
depend on orientation angle.
Ordinarily, one would favour an optically thick model as fine
tuning is required for the opacity to be ∼1. However, the optically
thin wide stream model has an advantage when considering the
fraction of orientation angles that allow dipper phenomena. If the
disc is optically thick, then a dipper with durations longer than a
crossing time-scale would only be seen at disc grazing inclinations
(taking into account the ratio RT /R ∼ Rcor /R ∼ 5). However, if the
stream is optically thin, then a wide range of disc orientation angles
(see Fig. 7) would allow the viewer to see moderate optical depth
but long (compared to the crossing time) dips in the light curve. It
is easier to account for the large fraction of young stars exhibiting
MNRAS 470, 202–223 (2017)
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We constrain the stream width with the crossing time-scale that
depends on the diameter of the star (equation 5). We describe the
velocity in units of the circular velocity at the corotation radius, Vcor
(equation 4). This gives a mass surface density of
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where Ṁ−9 is the accretion rate in units of 10−9 M yr−1 . From
this, we estimate a hydrogen column depth NH ∼ s /mH , where
mH is the mass of a hydrogen atom and using the interstellar value
for extinction in the I band
(AI /NH )interstellar ∼ 3 × 10−22 mag cm−2
(Fitzpatrick 1999), we estimate the corresponding extinction in the
I band
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1
I band (0.8 μm) is chosen because the stars are red and the Kepler
mission bandpass (0.4–0.9 μm) is wide. It is important to note
that the extinction from neutral hydrogen is highly uncertain. A
lower velocity in the stream itself would increase the column depth
during a dip, whereas a lower dust-to-gas ratio would decrease
the extinction. It is interesting to notice that intermediate levels of
opacity (near 1) are expected. Since optically thin funnel flows or
stream can resolve the problem of how to account for the large
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dipper phenomena for a unified model with low opacity but wide
accretion streams.
If the stream is wide at the base and narrows as the material flows
on to the star, then wide dips would be associated with grazing orientation angles and narrower dips would be associated with lower
inclination viewing angles, as illustrated in Fig. 6. We searched
for and failed to find the correlations between dip depth and width
(in units of the crossing time-scale) that we expected, since more
of the star would be covered by the stream at grazing inclinations. However, if the stream is dense near the top of the stream
as suggested in simulations (see fig. 8 by Romanova et al. 2013),
then mid-inclination-oriented systems might have dips as deep as
grazing-oriented systems. The very top of the stream is low density
but a little below is very dense. The top of the stream is also hotter,
so less dust would survive there, reducing the dip depth.
The opacity of an accretion stream depends on the accretion rate.
A rectangular stream of width Ws (which could be a function of
height above the disc mid-plane) moving at velocity Vs upwards
away from the mid-plane has mass surface density
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3.1 Magnetic dipole tilt angle and current accretion rate
A key parameter affecting magnetospheric accretion flow geometry and stability is the tilt axis of the star’s magnetic dipole
(Romanova & Owocki 2015; Blinova, Romanova & Lovelace
2016). McGinnis et al. (2015) associated aperiodic dippers in NGC
2264 with these unstable accretion ‘tongues’ and periodic dippers
with stable accretion funnels. If the dipole axis is aligned with
the star’s spin axis, then the disc edge is more prone to the magnetic Rayleigh–Taylor instability that enables matter to penetrate
the magnetosphere via several chaotically formed ‘tongues’ or ‘fingers’ (Romanova et al. 2008; Blinova et al. 2016). These ‘tongues’
can reach out of the mid-plane and occult the star, resulting in
an aperiodic dipper for mid–high to grazing viewing inclinations.
Stable accretion can also occur for stars with a dipole axis nearly
aligned with the spin axis (Blinova et al. 2016) and form broad
funnel flows that result in periodic dippers for a larger range of
viewing orientations. If the dipole axis is near the circumstellar disc
mid-plane, then gas can fall directly on to the star without leaving
the mid-plane. We expect streams to cover a larger solid angle of
viewing orientation where they would be seen crossing the star for
lower magnetic dipole tilt angles as measured from the star’s rotation axis. Hence, there may be a bias towards detecting lower tilt
angle systems, especially for periodic dips, as a larger fraction of
orientation angles would present as dippers (see Fig. 8 for an illustration). We expect the deeper and wider dips to be periodic since
stable accretion funnels are larger than the unstable ‘tongues’. However, we have searched for and failed to find correlations between
dip depth or width and periodicity of the dips.
As discussed by Romanova et al. (2004), Kulkarni & Romanova
(2013) and Romanova & Owocki (2015), there may be a relation
between hotspot latitude (as viewed by the observer) and phase
(with respect to the maximum stream density) and the magnetic
tilt axis. We have illustrated this crudely in Fig. 8. If multicolour
photometry and spectroscopy could differentiate between stream
and hotspot location, perhaps it would be possible to measure the
dipole tilt axis. Variability from dust extinction and hotspots has
different wavelength dependences so that the contributions from
each source can be differentiated (Venuti et al. 2015). Romanova
et al. (2004) showed that the shape of the hotspot depends on the
tilt of the magnetic dipole axis and the different hotspot shape
causes small differences in the light curve but has degeneracies
with viewing inclination. The stream can also occult the hotspot,
which would constrain the viewing orientation. So while the shape

Figure 8. On the left, we illustrate side views of accretion streams for a
low-inclination (top) dipole magnetic field tilt angle (measured with respect
to the stellar spin axis) and a higher tilt angle (bottom). The dusty accretion
streams must be lifted higher above the disc mid-plane to accrete on to the
star when the tilt axis is lower. This implies that low-tilt-angle systems would
have a larger solid angle of viewing orientation for dippers to be seen than
would high-tilt-angle systems. Low-tilt-angle systems would have nearly
polar hotspots and so lower amplitude modulations caused by hotspots in
the light curve.

of the dip in a single band might not place constraints on the tilt
axis, additional colour information might break the degeneracies
between the dipole tilt angle and the viewing angle.
Even though we suspect that the magnetospheric truncation radii
are near the corotation radius, short time-scale variations in accretion rate may change the current truncation radius, RT , with a higher
accretion rate decreasing RT . When comparing known variable stars
in NGC 2264 between 2008 and 2011, Sousa et al. (2016) found
that ∼30 per cent of the stars changed their light-curve morphology,
mostly AA Tau-like to aperiodic or aperiodic to AA Tau-like, as
summarized in their table 5. In their sample of extinction-dominated
dippers, McGinnis et al. (2015) found about half of the stars changed
their light-curve morphology between aperiodic and periodic. The
stability of the accretion flow strongly depends on the ratio RT /Rcor ,
called the fastness parameter. Lower values of the fastness parameter that correspond to higher accretion rates are more likely to
be unstable (see fig. 1 by Blinova et al. 2016). One hypothesis is
that periods of high accretion are associated with more instability.
We might be seeing evidence of this in some of the light curves.
For example, EPIC 204489514 exhibits more stochastic variations
during times when there are deeper aperiodic dips. Hotspots associated with unstable tongues produce irregular variations as opposed to sinusoidal variations of long-lasting starspots (Kurosawa &
Romanova 2013). Using multiwavelength observations to differentiate between starspots and extinction, one might look for evidence
of lower latitude hotspots from the lower latitude unstable ‘tongues’
during epochs of higher accretion rates.
4 S U M M A RY
In this paper, we have re-examined the properties of the young star
dippers from Upper Sco and ρ Oph discovered by Ansdell et al.
(2016). Young stars rotate and are magnetically active, resulting in
starspots that can cause quasi-periodic variations in the light curve.
Rotation periods measured from the light curves of our sample are
typical of stellar rotation periods of young low-mass stars. However,
the spectrograms computed for most of the light curves show a
single dominant period that is also associated with dips in the light
curve, and do not show a different period even during times when
MNRAS 470, 202–223 (2017)
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number of stars displaying dipper phenomena, and low levels of
opacity are implied by the low accretion rates, the low-opacity
stream model provides an attractive possibility for a unified model.
One consequence of our illustration in Fig. 6 is that the accretion stream or warped inner disc would cast shadows on the outer
disc. A face-on disc might not exhibit dipper phenomena but highresolution images of the outer disc might exhibit shadows of the
inner disc. If the inner disc nearly corotates with the star, then
we would expect the shadows to rotate at this period. The outer
disc of MP Muscae, as seen by high-resolution imaging (Schneider et al. 2014; Wolff et al. 2016), exhibits 3 month (or shorter)
temporal variability in azimuthal asymmetry. This star is a premain-sequence K1 star with a 5 d rotation period, cool enough and
with a long enough period that it could be a dipper if it were oriented
at a higher inclination. Future study of this and other objects could
test this consequence of a unification paradigm for dusty disc edges
in young stellar objects.
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Building upon previous studies (Bouvier et al. 2013; McGinnis
et al. 2015; Stauffer et al. 2015; Ansdell et al. 2016), we explore a
unification paradigm for dippers. If accretion streams have visible
band opacity less than but near 1, then we can simultaneously account for the approximate depth and duration of the dips (a few stellar diameter crossing times) and explain why objects would exhibit
dipper phenomena for a large fraction of possible disc orientation
angles, potentially accounting for the large fraction of young stars
that are dippers. The orientation can also account for the difference
in dipper morphology with the narrow streams being associated
with more mid-inclination viewing angles and wide AA Tau-like
dips occurring for near-grazing orientations. Other underlying parameters such as accretion rate and dipole tilt angle would also
change the shape of the dips and affect the stability of the accretion streams. Unstable accretion streams would result in aperiodic
dippers whereas stable accretion results in periodic behaviour.
Multicolour light curves can be used to differentiate between
starspots and extinction (Venuti et al. 2015) and test our hypothesis that the stream opacities are near 1 in visible bands. Multiwavelength studies might also help break the degeneracy between
viewing orientation and dipole tilt angle by possibly constraining
hotspot latitude. Spectroscopic studies might measure the velocity
in different parts of the accretion flow and probe the temperature
and composition of the flow. Petrov et al. (2014) probed the temperature and composition for hot regions of the stream far from
the base. Dippers provide an opportunity to probe the base of the
stream. As dippers are associated with somewhat-evolved circumstellar discs, the composition of the flow might have been modified
by planet formation in the disc. Simulations could be used to predict
the statistics of light-curve properties taking into account a random
sampling of disc orientation angles.
Clumps or vortices in the disc have been proposed as alternative explanations for dippers (Fu et al. 2014; Crnkovic-Rubsamen,
Zhu & Stone 2015). These mechanisms do not explain why the
dipper periods are similar to stellar rotation periods, the preference
for many low-mass, low-accretion-rate stars to display dipper phenomena or give a clear associated physical mechanism that lifts
material out of the mid-plane to account for the large fraction of T
Tauri stars displaying dips. However, there are some stars that are
not well explained by magnetospheric accretion and require alternative explanations. The UX Orionis variable star HD 142666 is an
exception since the dust cannot survive near the truncation radius
for high-accretion, early-type stars. Some of the aperiodic stars in
our sample such as EPIC 203410655 may be exceptions as well,
but these exceptions only comprise a small fraction of dippers.
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the light curve lacks dipper events. The single dominant period
we associate with both stellar rotation and the period of quasiperiodic dips indicates that the dust obscuring the star is corotating
with the star, confirming previous work by Stauffer et al. (2015).
We also find that maximum light-curve slopes of both aperiodic
and periodic dippers are correlated (0.78) with those computed for
optically thick blocks corotating with the star. Aperiodic dippers do
not have a period that can be compared to the star’s rotation period,
but the shape of the dips is consistent with material near corotation
obscuring the star.
We computed the effective temperature in the disc at the radius associated with this rotation period and find that it is below
the dust sublimation temperature. This confirms that the corotation region of the disc is capable of obscuring the star with dusty
material. Using stellar tracks, we show that only cool stars are
likely to have corotation radii that are below the dust sublimation
temperature. If dippers are associated with corotating dust, then
they are most likely to be found among low-mass stars, which explains the preference of the dippers discovered by Ansdell et al.
(2016) to be low-mass stars. Furthermore, we expect a correlation
between period and stellar effective temperature since dust must
be further from a hotter star to survive, consistent with the correlation found by Ansdell et al. (2016). UX Orionis variable-type
stars are an exception since they are hot and fast rotators, causing their corotation radius to be within the dust sublimation radius.
As the stellar mass increases, a different mechanism is required to
produce dippers.
Using roughly estimated dipole surface magnetic fields and accretion rates, we find that magnetospheric truncation radii could
be near our estimated corotation radii within our large uncertainties. Magnetospheric truncation radii should not differ significantly
from the corotation radii. If the truncation radius is large compared
to the corotation radius, then the system should not accrete, as it
would be in the propeller regime, and if much smaller compared
to the corotation radius, the disc edge would be too hot for dust
to survive. Currently, few magnetic field measurements have been
made for dippers and accretion rates are highly uncertain. Better
measurement of magnetic field and accretion rates for the dippers
might confirm the near match between corotation and disc truncation radii. If magnetospheric disc truncation radii are approximately
at corotation, then it would confirm predictions of strong star–disc
interaction (e.g. Königl 1991), as this would imply that stellar rotation is controlled by disc accretion.
An advantage of magnetospheric truncation models is that they
provide a mechanism for lifting material out of the disc mid-plane
so dust occults the star over a large range of viewing angles and
links the dipper phenomenon to the stellar rotation. We find that
magnetospheric truncation radii are only below the dust sublimation temperature if the accretion rates are low, Ṁ  10−8 M yr−1 .
The association of truncation radii with the material causing the
dips implies that only low-accretion-rate objects will be dippers.
The preference of low-mass and low-accretion-rate stars to exhibit
dippers is consistent with those found in the Upper Sco and ρ Oph
star formation regions by Ansdell et al. (2016) and the dippers of
NGC 2264 (Venuti et al. 2015; Sousa et al. 2016). Many of the stars
in the sample are classified as WTTS, which are typically no longer
accreting, but Ansdell et al. (2016) found weak accretion signatures
for most of the 10 stars in the sample and found IR excess consistent
with discs capable of supporting accretion for all the stars. The stars
in our sample are most likely near the CTTS–WTTS transition with
moderately evolved discs and weak accretion so magnetospheric
accretion model applies.
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A P P E N D I X A : C H A R AC T E R I Z AT I O N O F 1 5
‘ A D D I T I O N A L’ D I P P E R S
A1 Accretion signatures
Of the 15 additional dippers, only five had H α values and accretion
state classifications in the literature and one had only a classification. In addition to the literature search, we obtained optical spectra
using the Super-Nova Integral Field Spectrograph (SNIFS; Aldering
et al. 2002; Lantz et al. 2004) mounted on the University of Hawaii
2.2 m telescope on Maunakea for five stars and near-IR spectra using the upgraded SpeX spectrograph (Rayner et al. 2003) mounted
on the NASA Infrared Telescope Facility also on Maunakea for 11
stars. We searched the SNIFS spectra for H α emission from H I at
6563 Å as an indicator of accretion but young, active, late-type stars
can emit certain levels of H α emission even if they are no longer
accreting. White & Basri (2003) found a spectral-type-dependent
criterion for classifying CTTS/WTTS from EW(H α) that we apply to our sample of stars. We obtained EW(H α) from the SNIFS
spectra and reported those values along with our classification for
the three stars without literature values (see Table 1). For two stars
with literature values (EPIC 203824153 and 203843911), we mea-

sured EW(H α) consistent with listed accretion state but only list
the literature values. For the stars without EW(H α), we classified
them as CTTS or WTTS with our single-epoch SpeX spectra when
available, depending on whether they do or do not show emission
lines that would indicate accretion (e.g. Br γ , Pa γ , Pa β). These
stars have accretion states listed in Table 1 without EW(H α) values. We direct the reader to Ansdell et al. (2016) for further details
on how the spectra were processed. Three additional dippers have
insufficient data to determine their accretion state so they have no
listed classification in Table 1.
A2 IR excess
Following the process in section 4.4 of Ansdell et al. (2016), we
found IR excess for all of the 15 additional dippers with 2MASS and
Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) data (see photometry
in Table A1). To classify discs in Upper Sco, Luhman & Mamajek
(2012) computed IR excesses by using IR colours from Spitzer and
WISE bands relative to the K band and subtracting the expected
IR colour from the stellar photosphere of the same spectral type.
Here, we calculate the extinction-corrected IR excess colours from
W3 and W4 bands relative to the 2MASS Ks band [E(Ks − W4)
versus E(Ks − W3)] for the 15 dippers and plotted them over the
Upper Sco members studied by Luhman & Mamajek (2012), shown
in Fig. A1. This plot is comparable to fig. 6 in Ansdell et al.
(2016). The Upper Sco members are colour-coded based on the
disc type the star hosts: grey for full, red for transition, yellow
for evolved, purple for debris, cyan for discless. The 15 additional
dippers in our sample, marked as black diamonds, are all in the
full disc region, with the exceptions of four that are on the border of full and evolved or transitional (EPIC 203824153, which
is a known transition disc, and EPIC 204211116, 204329690 and
204530046, which do not have disc classifications in the literature
and are new possible evolved or transition discs) and one in the
evolved disc region (EPIC 20506830, which is known to host an
evolved disc).

Table A1. Photometry of additional dippers.
EPIC
203429083
203824153
203843911
203850058
203862309
203969672
203995761
204107757
204211116
204329690
204449274
204489514
204530046
204864076
205068630

2MASS-J

2MASS-H

2MASS-Ks

WISE-1

WISE-2

WISE-3

WISE-4

13.998
10.683
9.391
12.433
13.245
12.41
10.984
13.856
12.232
12.23
13.742
12.731
11.863
9.608
12.338

13.322
9.432
8.397
11.397
11.436
10.73
9.571
13.242
11.375
11.347
13.09
12.11
11.188
8.773
11.632

12.905
8.905
7.847
10.766
10.537
9.800
8.860
12.810
10.956
10.882
12.617
11.729
10.79
8.371
11.236

12.452
8.562
7.161
10.181
10.00
9.154
7.971
12.341
10.621
10.425
12.109
11.256
10.375
7.721
10.846

11.900
8.314
6.78
9.614
9.503
8.522
7.499
11.658
10.22
9.932
11.673
10.678
9.881
7.383
10.407

10.360
6.440
5.436
7.779
8.069
7.091
6.171
10.227
8.969
8.794
9.748
9.237
8.654
5.992
9.195

7.832
3.250
3.069
5.448
6.181
5.368
4.369
8.296
6.904
6.873
7.688
7.033
6.83
3.381
8.019
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Figure A1. IR colour excesses for disc type classification with extinctioncorrected Ks − W4 versus extinction-corrected Ks − W3. The circles represent Upper Sco members, coloured according to the disc classification by
Luhman & Mamajek (2012). The additional 15 dippers are marked by black
diamonds. This figure is comparable to fig. 6 in Ansdell et al. (2016).
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